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Abstract 
In this paper we present recent advances of the Varian patterned ion implantation selective emitter solar cell process, 
Solion Blue. Varian’s ion implantation system, known as Solion, is currently deployed in manufacturing. This novel 
doping approach enables 1) simplification of the process flow by eliminating the non-value add steps such as PSG 
etch and junction isolation common to diffusion-based processes, 2) improved junction quality compared to diffusion 
processes through precise dopant control, and 3) improved surface passivation using a thermal oxide/silicon nitride 
ARC. Improvements in emitter quality, through oxide passivation and elimination of the “dead” layer associated with 
diffusion based processes, has enabled production of >18.5% efficiency solar cells with simplified processing. The 
Solion Blue process enables patterned doping using in situ masking, rendering manufacturing of a precise selective 
emitter with an additional cell efficiency boost. Here we report on the first in a series of optimizations of the ion 
implanted selective emitter cell process, focusing on assessing the impact of the metallization contact width. These 
results suggest that, unlike diffusion based selective emitter processes, in which the focus is minimization of the 
contact width, due to attendant higher surface recombination, the ion implant selective emitter architecture is 
relatively invariant with contact width, thus enabling a wider contact window. Good surface passivation, precision 
doping and simplified processing make a compelling case for patterned ion implantation as the preferred doping 
approach for selective emitter cells and other high efficiency cell architectures, including those that require patterned 
boron. 
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1. Introduction 
A key objective of the photovoltaic (PV) industry is to reduce the total cost of solar energy systems so 
that they are competitive with other forms of energy. Reducing cost per watt is driving manufacturing 
innovations that target higher cell efficiency at a lower cell conversion cost. Improvements in cell 
efficiency are extremely valuable since the cost benefit is realized across the entire value chain, ranging 
from reducing the amount of silicon and process chemistry used to reducing the total number of modules 
required to reducing system installation cost. The selective emitter (SE) architecture is a leading cell 
technology to improve cell efficiency, achieved by reducing front emitter recombination and resistive 
losses through selective doping of the emitter field and contact regions [1, 2].  A recent review of 
selective emitter technologies [3] provides an excellent comparison of a number of SE processes, some of 
which are deployed in manufacturing. Herein we present recent advances of the Varian ion implantation 
selective emitter solar cell process Solion Blue. This approach enables simplification of the cell process 
flow by employing formation of an in situ patterned, ion implanted selective emitter and elimination of 
non-value add steps such as PSG etch and junction isolation, common to diffusion-based processes, while 
concurrently enabling improved junction quality and improved surface passivation using a thermal 
oxide/silicon nitride ARC. Typical cell efficiencies today for this process are 18.7-18.9%, with further 
optimization in progress. 
2. Solar Cell Processing 
2.1. Cell Process Overview 
Ion implant cell processing development at Varian focuses on small-scale demonstrations of cell 
technologies that have a path to cost-effective manufacturing. In addition to a high throughput ion 
implanter (>1000 wph), the cell processing toolset includes standard cell manufacturing equipment. The 
selective emitter cell process is shown schematically in Figure 1. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cell processing research discussed here used double-side textured 156 mm x 156 mm pseudo-square 
sc-Cz silicon wafers with an average wafer thickness of 170 microns and 2.6 Ω-cm p-type bulk 
resistivity.  The patterned doping for the Solion Blue ion implanted selective emitter was accomplished 
with an in situ proximity mask and chained implant step to dope only the front side of the wafer [4, 5]. 
The patterned selective emitter is aligned to the wafer edge using gravity alignment of the wafer, 
providing a simple yet consistent registration of the selective emitter region on the wafer, facilitating 
subsequent registration of the front Ag grid. The directional nature of the ion implantation process 
ensures that there is no parasitic doping across the back of the wafers, thus eliminating a separate junction 
isolation step. The wafers were then annealed in a horizontal tube furnace with a nitrogen ambient, 
similar to that used for forming a POCl3 emitter, to re-grow a high quality emitter and activate the 
implanted dopant. At this point in the process, the re-grown surface has a minimal oxide, about 1-1.5 nm. 
 
Fig. 1.  Schematic of ion implanted Solion Blue selective emitter cell process. 
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A thin thermal oxide (10-30 nm) was then grown in the furnace using an oxygen/nitrogen ambient as part 
of the anneal, providing surface passivation of the emitter. It is well known that the thickness of this oxide 
is a function of the level of phosphorus doping [6, 7], and this effect renders a subtle visual contrast of the 
selective emitter pattern in the finished cell. A typical oxidation/anneal is performed at 800-900oC for 10-
60 min. Representative sheet resistance values for the field region are 80 to 120 Ω/, while the contact 
regions are 50 to 60 Ω/.  An optimized SiNx coating was deposited by PECVD on the thermal oxide, 
completing the antireflective coating. Solar cell metallization processing and cell parameter measurement 
was performed at Heraeus Materials Technology. Front and back contacts were printed on ASYS screen 
printers.  Following screen-printing and drying of Monocrystal 1202 back aluminum paste, the 74-finger, 
3BB front Ag grid was aligned to the SE region using wafer edge alignment. The cells were printed with 
Heraeus SOL9410 front Ag paste. Cell processing was completed with co-firing of the metallization in a 
Despatch UltraFlexTM  firing furnace. The firing profile was optimized to minimize contact resistance and 
enable good BSF formation. Cell parameter measurement was performed using a Halm cell tester. 
Reference cell calibration was provided by RETC (Fremont, CA).   
2.2. Optimization of the Solion Blue selective emitter 
Optimization of the Solion Blue selective emitter process includes consideration of the width of the 
selective emitter, dopant concentration in the selective and field regions, the number of front grid lines, 
and the thickness of the thermal oxide. One advantage of precision ion implant is that it readily enables 
independent control of phosphorus dopant in the emitter regions of the selective emitter cell, unlike other 
selective emitter technologies [3], leading to more optimal cell design and potentially higher cell 
efficiency. In the current phase of SE optimization we examined the sensitivity to the width of the contact 
region for widths of 200, 300, 500 and 700 µm. A more extensive optimization of additional features of 
the selective emitter design will be reported elsewhere [8].  
3. Results and Discussion 
An optical micrograph of a completed ion implanted SE solar cell is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Optical micrograph of a completed solar cell illustrating alignment of front Ag metallization to selectively doped 
pattern created using a patterned ion implant through a proximity mask. 
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Figure 2 illustrates clearly how the heavier doping in the contact region, compared to that in the field 
region, leads to a thicker oxide, producing color contrast with the field region. Since our alignment 
algorithm employs screen-to-wafer alignment with a reference edge of the wafer, as established during 
the implant process, this visual contrast is not required for metallization alignment. However, it does 
facilitate verification of the alignment, as well as enabling one of the common SE alignment algorithms 
that utilize top-down camera imaging. 
Cell test parameters for the cell designs are summarized in Table 1. Cell efficiency as a function of 
selective emitter width is plotted in Figure 3. 
Table 1.  Mean cell parameters of full-area (239 cm2) selective emitter cells. Number in parentheses is the number of cells for that 
group. Series resistance (Rs) was determined by the three-light level method, Shunt resistance (RSH) was determined using dark 
forward and reverse current, and Irev was measured at a 10 V reverse bias. 
Group Eff (%) 
Jsc   
(mA/cm2) 
Voc 
(V) 
FF 
(%) 
Rs 
(ohms) 
Rsh 
(Ohms) 
Irev     
(A) 
700 (17) 18.67 37.09 0.641 78.54 0.0032 52.81 0.310 
500 (15) 18.69 37.15 0.641 78.47 0.0034 55.12 0.341 
300 (17) 18.56 37.19 0.641 77.90 0.0039 51.44 0.476 
200 (15) 18.49 37.22 0.641 77.52 0.0041 39.86 0.641 
 
Fig. 3. Cell efficiency as a function of selective emitter width. Bars illustrate data range for each group. 
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These cell data illustrate that overall the optimal SE width is 500 um for this SE line count (74). Drop 
off in cell efficiency for the narrower SE widths is due to overall higher series resistance (Table 1).  
Further optimization of the selective emitter architecture to minimize RS will include variation in line 
count. The optimal ion implanted selective emitter cell, as featured by the best cells in the 500 µm contact 
width group, is attendant with a higher VOC, of the order of 642 mV and higher JSC, of the order of 37.3 
mA/cm2, leading to a cell efficiency of 18.8%. We also note that the selective emitter cell performance 
here is typical of other SE technologies [3]. 
Further analysis of the cell efficiency improvement afforded by ion implant is illustrated by a 
comparison of the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) data for the champion cell of each group, shown in 
Figure 4. The IQE of an ion implanted blanket emitter (BE) cell is shown for comparison. It is noteworthy 
that all of the SE cells are attendant with a similarly high blue response, compared to the BE cell, which, 
as noted previously, has better blue response than a typical BE POCl3 diffused cell [4]. Although the 
slight variation of the cell IQE at the shortest wavelengths does not follow a systematic variation, it is 
remarkable that the widest SE width cell (700 µm) is nearly equivalent to that of the narrowest SE width 
cell (200 µm).   
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. IQE of champion cell of each SE group, with comparison with a blanket emitter cell, illustrating enhanced blue response of 
SE cells.  Inset: cell parameters of the champion cell of each SE width group. 
SE width 
(um)
Champion 
Eff (%)
Jsc   
(mA/cm2)
Voc 
(V)
FF 
(%)
700 18.8 37.1 0.642 78.9
500 18.9 37.6 0.644 78.0
300 18.7 37.2 0.642 78.3
200 18.6 37.3 0.641 77.9
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4. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented recent advances of the Varian in situ patterned ion implantation 
selective emitter solar cell process, Solion Blue. This novel doping approach enables simplification of the 
process flow by eliminating the non-value add steps such as PSG etch and junction isolation common to 
diffusion-based processes. Furthermore, the Solion Blue process leads to an improved junction quality 
compared to diffusion processes through precise dopant control and better surface passivation using a 
thermal oxide/silicon nitride ARC. These improvements lead to cell efficiencies >18.7%. Here we report 
on the first in a series of optimizations of the ion implanted selective emitter cell process, focusing on 
assessing the impact of the metallization contact width. Good surface passivation, precision doping, and 
simplified processing make a compelling case for patterned ion implantation as the preferred doping 
approach for selective emitter cells and other high efficiency cell architectures, including those that 
require patterned boron. 
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